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_ ABSTRACT

Underground coal mining systems production, failure, and repair cycles
were mathematically modeled as a closed network of two queues in series, in
order to understand better the technological constraints on availability of
current underground mining systems and to develop guidelines for estimating
the availability of advanced mining systems and their associated needs for
spares as well as production and maintenance personnel.
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SLll_

Over the last e:_ht years, underground coal mining productivity has

dropped by almost 50%, resulting in a parallel increase in the price of that
coal. Whatever the root causes of the productivity decline, it is an emplrlcal
fact that the availability (fraction of time producing) of equipment a_ the
working face is generally less than 75%. Thus, the work presented in this
report was undertaken with two objectives in mind:

• To understand better the technological constraints on the
availability of current underground mining systems, and

• To develop guidelines for estimating the availability of advanced
n_Lning systems, and their associated needs for spares, as well as
production and _alntenance personnel.

The delays impacting availability can be classlfled as occurring either
predlctably or randomly. Predictable delays may be accounted for using func-
tionsLl flow diagrams, but previous studies of random delays have been limited
to statistical analyses of historical data or large simulations of specific

mining technologies, rather than the development of analytical models with
predictive capability.

This report presents the construction and analysis of such a model. An
underground mine is mathematically represented here as a collection of work
stations (sections) that alternately require servicing by one production crew
and one repair crew, each drawn from a respective pool of homogeneous crews.
This interaction is modeled as a closed network of two queues in series, and
is solved as a classical flnite-state birth-and-death process. As such, the

model is applicable to any cluster of processes that operate and fall Inde-
pendently, but which share pools of production and repair crews.

Sensitivity analysls of the model produces four major conclusions:

• The mean availability of a section has a theoretical limit of
p/(l+ p), where 0 is defined to be the "maintainability ratio" of
Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF) to Mean Time to Repair (MTTR).

Moreover, this theoretical limit will be achieved only when there
are so many production and repair crews that se_tlons never need
to wait for either,

_e Given a value for the maintainability ratio representative of

currentoperatin8 experience, section availability exhibits steep
improven_Jnt in response to small improvements in the maintainability
ratio. Hence bi8 payoffs can be expected from concentrating efforts

_ upon developin8 ways to increase the time between failures and/or
decrease the tim co repair failures.

t The number of production crews should be 0,65 to 1.00 times the

i+ number of sections, and the number of repair crews should exceed
the quotien_ of't_e number of production crews divided by the
maintainability rat-_o, p.
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• The sensitivity of production at the mine modth to the availability

of any link in the haulage system is exactly equal to the quantity

of coal that that llnk is expected to receive from all sections and

haulage links feeding into it, times the availability of all haulage
links between it and the mine mouth.

Key Words: Modeling, Energy, Coal, Underground Mining, Reliability, Production,

Failure, MTBF, Equipment Utilization, Repair, MTTR, Network, Queue,

Markov Process, Sensitivity Analysis.
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A CLOSED NETWORK qUEUE MODEL OF

UNDERGROUND COAL MINING PRODUCTION, FAILURE, AND REPAIR

A. MOTIVATION

Coal is generally recognized to be the leading short-te_o1 energy
alternative to oil for the United States. Nearly two-thirds of the recoverable

U.S. coal reserves lle at depths too great to be extracted economically by sur-
face mining techniques. Underground minable reserves of bituminous .oal alone
amount to 114.8 billion tons [Ketron]. By comparison, in one year (1974) coal

production from underground mining was only 282 million tons, or about 48% of

that year's total coal production in the U.S., of which almost half was used

for producing electricity [Hittman].

Over the last eight years, underground coal mining productivity has

decreased by almost 50%, from a national average of 15.6 tons per man-day in

1969 to 8.5 tons per man-day in 1976, resulting in a parallel increase in
cost. Various reasons for the observed decline have been suggested, including

• Lost production time due to implementation of the 1969 Mine Health

and Safety Act;

• Additional men required on a section of the mine due to changes in

the union contract ;

• More lost time due to worsening geologic conditions as mining has

progressed to more difficult seams;

• Changes in the composition of the work force, notably the retirement

of older, more skilled labor, and their replacement with younger
miners who are initially less skilled and motivated [MEI].

Whatever the root causes of the productivity drop, it is an empirical fact

•hat mine availability (fraction of time producing) is generally poor, indicat-

ing levels of utilization of both labor and capital that adversely impact coal
costs [DOE LC]. For example, a study by Bendix Corporation of the monthly down
times of 35 continuous miners found an average availability of this piece of

equipment to be 73% of the face time (production shifts less travel time)
[Bendix]. Since the equipment within a continuous mining section is essentially
linked in series with the miner itself, system availability would be consider-

ably less than 73%. Durin B a time and motion analysis by Ketron, Inc., of con-
ventional mining systems, monthly data from 9 different sections showed avsil-

abilities ranging from 55% to 100%, with an average of 68.2% [Ketron]. Statis-
tics calculated by a previous Jet Propulsion Laboratory study, on data itemizing
individual delays over ii months, found the availability of one longwall section

to be 76%, and of one shortwall section to be 68% [JPL II, L&S]. These figures
exclude time lost to travel, scheduled maintenance (sometimes an entire shift),

setup and teardown, moving equipment (see page 4 below), etc. Hence availability

as a percentage of hours in a day was often much less than 50%. It is interest-

ing that longwall and shortwall equipment have about the same availability as

conventional mining technology. In some cases, the sophistication and/or i_
l_rg* "

1 '
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_ bulkiness of the machinery used by these newer methods may have caused longer

repair times than for conventional mining equipment [JPL III]. The geological

14 origin of many of these delays also suggests that availability wi) l not improve

I in the future, as seams with worsening geological condition_ ore exploited

[Bendix, JPL III].

This "do_1" time is a significant contributor to the overall cost of pro-

ducing coal. Besides the obvious costs for repair personnel, spare parts, and

premature machine replacement, there are more subtle impacts. Some labor is

d idled while repair or service takes place. To this cost may be added the oppor-tunity cost of lost production whenever the system is not operating at full

capacity, assuming sufficient market demand for additional production. These

direct costs in turn have associated indirect costs. For example, the spare

parts inventory requires storage space, handling, and inve._tment, and the lostproduction from idled crews may justify the added overhead of having spare

sections or crews (see Section D, below). For a more precise description of

the relationship between availab iity and production cost see [DOE LC].

The work presented in this repor_ was undertaken with two objectives in
mind:

• To understand better the technological constraints on the availability

of current underground mining systems; and

• To develop guidelines for characterizing the availability of advanced

mining systems and their associated needs for spare equipment, spare

sections, and maintenance personnel. _

Previous studies of availability have been limited to statistical analyses _i_

of historical data on delays [Bendix; COMINEC; JPL II, L&S; JPL III; Ketron] or !_£_

to large simulations of specific mining technologies [Batte]le]. To predict __ q

i__!_ availabilities of new systems or of existing systems wit_, modifications, how- _!

ever, requires construction of a general model of the complex interaction of _i_!l

labor, machinery, random failures, and repairs. And this model should be an _

analytica_ model so that the sensitivity of availability to variations in the :_._

system parameters can be thoroughly examined at low cost. i_

_ This report presents such a model, which projects availability and other

productivity measures, given two equipment reliability parameters usually

determinable from engineering studies - the mean time between failures (MTBF)

and the mean time to repair (MTTR) -- plus the number of sections, production

crews, and repair crews employed in the mine. Sensitivity of productivity to

variations in these parameters is also readily derivable from this model, sug-

gesting appropriate areas toz research and development, as well as the proper

balance of labor and equipment, in advanced coal mining systems. Within the

larger context of manufacturing technology, this model is applicable to any

cluster of processes that operate and fail independently, but which share pools
of production and repair crews.

The terminology used throughout this report is first defined in Section B,
and various types of delays are characterized. Then Section C develops the

mathematical model and its underlying assumptions. Mathematical analysis and
discussion of the model's results follow in Section D. In Section E the

2
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I
_J availability of the haulage network is incorporated into the model, and its

I
impact on overall availability is derived. The sensitivity of mine performance

to perso_Lael; seeLions, an_ equipment maintainability is discussed in detail in

Section F. Finally, the conclusions obtained from this analysis are summarized

in Sectio, G, and suggested validation procedures are briefly presented in
Section H.

B. NOMENCLATURE

_J Before proceeding with development of the model, it is useful to define
the terminology employed te Jescribe mining operations and the operational

_ status of equipment.
Mine Terms

An underground mine is usually composed of several independent work units

called sections, each with its own complement of mining components such as ari
-- miner, bo3ter(s), scoop(s), shuttle car(s), conveyor belt(s), etc, A section

mines a portion of the coal seam called a panel, each composed of a series of

cuts, the exact definition of which depends upon the method of mining. Sections
share a pool of production crews and repair crews, although sometimes a produc-

._ tion crew will perform minor repairs. Sections also often sha-_ a common

haulage system that transports their coal from the face to the mine mouth.
Links in the haulage system can be shuttle cars, conveyors, rail lines,

slurry pipelines, etc.

Classification of Down Time

ii Non-productive, or "down", time can and has bee_ classified many different

ways [Bendix; COMINEC; JPL II,L&S; Ketron]. For the purposes of predicting .-he

occurrence and costs of all time lost, however, it is reasonable to classify

delays by the predictability of their occurrence and the length of their dura-

tion. To a large degree, the predictability of a particular delay is determined

by the nature of its cause. Hence the classification of delays sh_,wn in Table 1

is primarily by cause. Often delays such as preventive maintenance or safety

meetings that can be scheduled, and which might otherwise absorb productive time,

can be performed when another delay - such as failed _ ',ipment or waiting time --
occurs unexpectedly. This makes uniquL classification of any one delay period

somewhat subJective.
• j

Predictable Stoppages - i

A large percentage of delays are predictable, even for an unknown tech- '/'

nology. Administrative delays encompass general inherm,_ requirements of any i

mining system: travel time, lunch breaks, safety meetings, fire drills, ¢tc.

Lunch breaks almost always are 30 minure_, and travel time is a function of the •

distance from the portal to the face. Contractual delays are related to admln- _'

istrative, but, unlike administrative delays, they cannot be scheduled by ":

management and occur much less frequently. _i
.J

.k
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Ymjor and minor setup/teardown delays cover the non-productive time needed

to move equipment to the next panel and the next cut, respectively. The former

move is less common but takes much longer -- of the order of days rather than the

minutes or heurs required for minor setup and teardown. For example, longwa]l

major setup/teardown occurred once during the II months observed but required

44 days [JPL II,L], whereas minor setup/teardowns for shortwall ("moving the

line") occurred 460 times in a similar period, averaging 32 minutes per move

[JPL II,S]. Still, like conaractual delays, it can be determined when these

delays will occur and approximately how long they will last.

Preventive maintenance and service time is generally scheduled by manage-

ment, and may range from an entire shift dedicated to maintenance [JPL I and II],

to degradation of production caused by one man inspecting equipment instead of

performing his normal production duties. This category also includes time lost

to service or part replacement forced by normal wear and tear, such as, charging

batteries on scoops [JPL III] or changing machinery oil, bits, or hoses.

The amount of down time expected from predictable delays is derivable from

functional flow diagrams of the mining process. An example of functional dia-

grams for a new technology may be found in Appendix C of reference [JPL B].

Unpredictable Delays

Unpredictable delays can be caused randomly by men, the (geological)

environment, and/or machinery. In a strict sense, machinery failures -- delays

in which damage is sufficient to warrant a mechanic's attention end/or spare

parts -- are distinctly different from all other unpredictable delay_. 7ailures

typically occur much less frequently and usually last much longer because of

their specialized labor and parts requirements. Non-failure delays frequently

occur -- often many per shift -- and usually can be fixed on the spot by the

production crew personnel in less than an hour.

Waiting time delays occur randomly, but wait time due to the congestion of

mining components is somewhat predictable based upon the interactions of com-

ponents necessary for any given method of mining. For example, in conventional

mining, the loader must sometimes walt for the cutter [Ketron]. Continuous

miners perform these two operations in parallel, eliminating that potential
wait time. Another familiar example is shuttle cars waiting for each other, as

contrasted with the relatively congestlon-free conveyor belt systems. Waiting

time due to insufficient crews is less predictable, and will be dealt with by

tl.: model developed in Section C below.

The amount of down time expected from unpredictable delays is derlved by

the model developed in Section C. It could be applied either to failures as

strictly defined above, or more generally to all unpredictable delays, so long

as the two input parameters mean _ime between failures (MTBF) and mean time to

repair (MTTR) are consistently defined. Since the distinction between equipment
failures and other unpredictable delays is seldom made in MTBF and MTTR data

collection efforts, hereafter_ the term "failure" will mean any unpredictable
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Availability Terms

,_ Note that each of the following terms can apply to an entire mine, one
section, or an individual machine (component), with potentially different

.t meanings.

Clock lime is the scheduled work days, times 24 hours per day. It is

.n composed of "up" or productive time and "down" or delay time.

| Down (or Delay) Time is that portion of clock time during which coal is

-! not flowing out of the mine/section/component. See page 3 above for a
taxonomy of down time for a mine/section/component.

Up (or Productive) Time is that portion of clock time duriag which coal

is flowing out of the mine/section/component. It is composed of time

when the mine/section/component is operating either at full capacity or

at a degraded ra_e.

Full Capacity is used to describe the time that the mine/section has all

of its sectlons/components up at full capacity, i.e., at the maximum

sustainable rate of production under ideal conditions (including well-

trained crews, good roof and floor conditions, well-malntained equipment,
etc.).

Degraded Operation is any up time for the mine/section when one or more

of its sections/components is no____tup at full capacity, i.e., down or in
degraded operation. For example, a mine with 6 of its 7 sections up is

in degraded operation, as is a section with all components up but one
shuttle car.

I Face Time is clock time, less time for all predictable delays, except

minor setup/teardown (i.e., less admini, rative, contractual, major
setup/teardown, and preventive maintenan, : and service).

Non-Operational Time is that portion of face time a mlne/section/

component is awaiting or undergoing repair for an equipment failure that

forced shutdown of that mine/sectlon/component. Thus, non-operational
time is repair time plus time awaiting repair.

Operational Time is face time minus non-operational time, i.e., that
portion of face time during which the machinery is operational (not

failed) but may or may not be up, cutting coal.

Repair Time is that portion of non-operational time when the mine/section/
component that failed is actively undergoing one or more of the steps of

repair: fault location, fault correction, and testing.

productivity is the ratio of product quantity produced, divided by the
number of men times clock time (e.g., tons per man-shift), for non-

maintenance shifts only.

1978022693-016



Reliability is the ratio of operational time to face time, i.e., the
fraction of face time that the mine/section/component is not delayed

by equipment failures.

Availability is the ratio of up time to face time, i.e., the fraction
of face time that the mine/section/component is producing coal.

Utilization of a mine/sectlon/component is the ratio of up time to clock
time. Caution: this ratio is also sometimes referred to as availability.

Maintainability is the ratio of the mean time between failures to the

mean time to repair, and indicates the mine's/section's/component's

ability to keep operational and to get operational quickly when it fails.

C. DEqELOPMENT OF THE MODEL FOR RANDOM FAILURES

The remainder of this report presents the derivation, analys_s, and results

of a mathematical model to project section and mine down times, due to random

failures (unpredictable delays) of sections making up the mine. Actually, the

model developed below has much wider applicability. It can be applied to any

cluster of processes that operate and fail independently, while sharing pools

of production and repair crews, f ....... -J_

First consider any section within the mine during normal production. It
is assumed that each section has a full complement of equipment necessary to

mine coal. Tilemajor equipment for a single section is difficult to move and
essentially configured in series, l_ence, whenever one major component fails,

the entire section fails and must be repaired [JPL II,L&S; JPL III], because

the bulkiness of the components effectively prohibits replacing the failed

equipment with spares from an equipment poe! --or from another section.
Instead, the production crew may be switched from the failed section to an

operational section until a repair crew can get the equipment on the failed

section operational again.* When the section is repaired, the repair crew

moves on to the next section needing repair (if any), and a production crew,
when available, will resume production on the repaired section.

It is assumed that each section fails independently of other sections,

and only while in the process of production. Failures affecting all sections,

such as a stoppage of a haulage system common to all sections, can be handled

by treating the main haulage system as one component in a two-component series

system, the second component being the aggregation of all sections feeding
into that main haulage system (see Section E).

To further simplify the model, it is assumed that the equipment on each

section of the mine has the same average performance, so that identical crews

In practice, crews are moved only when the repair time is expected to be
of sufficiently long duration, so the availability calculated below will not

include the small amount of delay caused by the production crew wa[tlng for

completion of such small repairs. See also the dlsc:usslon in Section il.



may operate on any se_tlon with equal effectiveness. Similarly, each produc- _
tlon crew in the pool of production crews is assumed to have identical char-
acterlstlcs, and each repair crew in the pool of repair crews is assumed to
have identical characteristics. That way each section has equal MTBF and
MTTR.

The model visualizes each section as a customer, alternately requiring
the "service" of one production crew until a failure occurs, and then one repair
crew until repair is completed. If all available crews of the correct type are
busy when a section requires production or repair "service", the section must
"queue up" for that service. It is, perhaps, easiest to think of a section
expediter standing in line to be assigned (first come, first served) a crew,

first from a production crew dispatcher and then from a repair crew dispatcher

each time the need for a service arises (i.e., getting in line prematurely, in _
anticipation of the need, is not allowed). The "time of service" by a produc-

tion crew thus assigned is a random variable whose mean is MTBF E l/B; in other

words, failures occur at an average rate D per hour. Similarly, the "time of
service" by a repair crew is another random variable whose mean is the MTTR

l/h, indicating that a typical crew completes repairs at an average rate of
I per hour.

It should also he noted that this model assumes negligible travel time
between sections, whereas, in reality the time to move an entire crew to a

new section and resume normal operation acts as a threshold discouraging the
movement of a production crew awaiting completion of a minor repair. This

hidden travel time can be accounted for by incorporating the travel times

(between sections) of the production crew into the MTBF, and of the repair
crew into the MTTR, respectively.

Given the above assumptions, production failure and repair in a mine

may be modeled as a closed network of two multl-server queues, a P queue for

production service by one of the Sp production crews, and a serlally-llnked
R queue for repair service by one of the sR repair crews. The "customers" of
both services are the (identical) sections, and the service in each queue
obeys a first in, first out (FIFO) priority rule. Note that the term "queue"

is used here in the technical sense employed in the queueing theory literature,

i.e., encompassing both the servers and the line of customers awaiting their

service. The network is shown schematically in Figure I.

Since a section is always either in the P queue or the R queue, and since
the network is closed to entry or exit of sections, the location of all sections

is described by the number of sections in the P queue. Hence, the states of the

network system can be represented by a single variable: the number of sections
in the P queue. For example, if the mine has m sections, and if i sections are

i in the P queue (i= O, l,...,m), then m-i sections are in the R queue. If i is

less than Sp, Sp-i production crews are idle and no sections are wanting for
production crews; otherwise no production crews are idle and i-Sp sections are
idled by insufficient production crews. Similarly, if m-i is less than SR,

then sg-(m-i) repair crews are Idle and no sections are in the R line; other-

wise no repair crews are idle and (m-l)-s R sections are in line for repair.

Obviously, it makes llttle sense to have either s R > m or Sp > m, since the
n extra crews would never be used.
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Ifoekesadltoassoploatservlcetlmearedistrlbuted
exponentially, then the state of the network can be described by a Markov pro- _ .
tess, for which many useful results are known. The assumption of exponentially

distributed service times is quite common and has been verified for many
different failure and repair processes under normal, steady-state operation.

As in any Markov process, the states to which the system can next move,
and the rates at which it may go to those states, is a function only of the

current state. The possible state transitions and their associated rates are

best visualized schematically via an example. Suppose for illustrative purposes

that m=5, s_=4, and SR=2. Then the system has six possible states: 0 up to
5 sections _n the P queue. Each of these states is shown as a circle in

Figure 2, with arrows showing the transitions, and the numbers along arrows

being the instantaneous rates of transition for this example. Examination of

Figure 2 indicates the system can go from state 3 to state 2 at rate 3_,
because only three of the four P crews are busy when there are three sections

in the P queue, so only three P crews are suffering failures at rate p. And
being in state 3 also implies that two sections are in the R queue, with both

undergoing repair at rate A; hence tr_isition to state 4 (completion of the

repair of one section and its return to the P queue) is occurring at rate 2%.

This process is a classical birth-and-death process, with state-dependent

transition rates. In general, the rate of "birth" (arrivals from the R queue

to the P queue) when in state i is denoted by _i (i=0,1,2,...,m-l), and the rate
of "death" (departures from the P queue to the R queue) when in state i is

denoted by _i (i-l,2,...,m). Calculation of the transition rates in the
man_er described above yields the following general results:

SRX 0 _ i _ m - s R (repair crews all busy)

= < i < m (some idle repair crews)
_i (m- i)_ m - sR - -

0 i _ m (impossible: only m sections)

= _ rain{sR, m- il, for 0 _-i __m- i, and

i_ I _ i $ s (some production crews Idle)
P

_i = Sp_ Sp _ i _ m (all production crews busy)

0 i • m (impossible: only m sections)

= _ mln {i, Sp}, for 1Si__ m.

10
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D. ANALYSIS AND MODEL RESULTS

1

The above definitions permit immediate use of the known results for a
birth-and-death process. Bhat [Bhat], among others, has shown for a birth-

and-death process that the long-term (steady-state) probability, _i, of
being in any particular state i, is

9
I :_1''" j-1

N0 -- i+ _..._
j=l

and

lOll...Xi_l
_" = flO for i = 1,2,...,

: l _i_2..._i

I

where the hi and Ui for this application are as given above.

Suppose for illustrative purposes that sR s Sp, i.e., that production
crews exceed repair crews. Then the probabilities Hi can be simplified to
the recurslve equations: B:+"

min{sR'm-i+l}min{i} Pfli-i 1,2,...,m- fli = E cipifl0 for i =
,Sp r_

m

II0 = I + _+

j=l

where

min{sR.m-J+l}± MTBF

p --- and ci - l l. " .zz-_ mi.CJ,;-T-"
J=l P

These results are identical to those obtained by Rau [Rau].

+2
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From tilelong-term probabilities Hi of being in any state i, a number of

other performance measures can also be calculated, as described below:

Mine Availability E the proportion of face time during which coal is
flowing from the portal, i.e., the proportion of
time one or more sections is producing coal;

= i - H0

ENIOS z the expected number of idled but operational sec-

tions, i.e., extra sections waiting upon production

crews, following repair by repair crews (This
measures the shortages of production crews due to

having too many sections.);

m

= _ (i-Sp)ni
i=s

P

ENBPC _ the expected number of busy production crews, i.e.,
the expected number of crews producing coal on any

section at any time, subject to availability of
sections for them to work on;

Sp-i m

= _ iHi +_ Sp_ i
i=O i=s

P

ENNOS - the expected number of non-operational sections,

i.e., those in the R queue, awaiting or undergoing

repair;

= E (m-i)Hi
i=O

= m - (ENIOS + ENBPC)

UPC E the utilization of production crews as a proportion

of the number of production crews;

= ENBPC/Sp



----w-

' _

US _ the average proportion nf sections utilized for _
production, or, equivalenCly, the availability

-'! of an average section in the mine; _

I

• _ = ENBPC/m

| ENBRC E the expected number of busy repair crews; ,_
I

m-s R SR-I

= SRlli : igm_ i
i=0 i=0

URC _ the utilization of repair crews as a proportion

of the number of repair crews;

= ENBRC/s R.

As a check on the plausibility of the model, consider the special case

! of one section, one production crew, and one repair crew, i.e, no interaction

with other sections. Application of the above formulae reveals that l0 = l,

_I = _, HI = Pn0 and H0 + HI = i, yielding a mine availability = HI = p/(l + p) =
MTBF/(MTBF + M_TR) = section availability, as expected from the definitions of

availability, MTBF, and MTTR. This resul_%s true only because the single
._ section has a captive production and repair crew, and so never has to wait for

crew_.

-_ Note that all of the performance measures are simple functions of _i

and consequently, of the ratio of MTBF to MTTR! This is a result of consider-

-- able slgnficance, for it implies that performance of the mine would be equallym

affected by either a doubling of MTBF or a halving of .._TR.

E. CONSIDERATION OF HAULAGE AVAILABILITY

Up to now, the haulage _ystem from each section has not been considered

in the model of mine availability, but it should be apparent that its impact

•, can be significant. This impact is quantified below.

Suppose, for simplicity, _hat all sections have separate face haulage that

feeds directly onto a main haulage system which serves all sections. This type

of haulage configuration is, in fact, quite common. If the main haulage system

has mean time between failures MTBF h and mean time to repair MTTRh, its prob-

ability of being up at any time (or availability), Ah, is simply MTBFh/

(MTBF h + MTTRh). Assuming these failures are independent of the section fail-
ures, which include face haulage failures, the probability that i sections are

up is then a function of both the sections and the main haulage system being

up simultaneously:

14
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Pr {i sections are delivering coal to the mine mouth 1

= Pr {i sections are producing __andthe main haulage system is operational_

--Pr {i sections are producingl X Pr Ithe main haulage system is operational 1

= Hi A h

Similarly, all of the mine performance measures should be multiplied by A h to
allow for main haulage availability.

Mine mouth production can be calculated by using the revised expression

for the expected number of busy production crews. [f each section can produce

T tons per minute, and each shift has F minutes of face time, the expected

production of the mine per shift is

isp-i --_J 1
FXTX ___ i_i Ah + SpHi Ah

i=0 i=Sp

= FXT×_X ENBPC

where ENBPC is the expected number of busy production crews, defined in the

previous section.

In more complicated haulage systems having multiple links from section
to mine mouth, mine mouth production can be calculated as follows. If, again,
each section has F minutes of face time per shift and can produce at T tons

per minute when it is up, then the expected tonnage per shift of each section

is FXTXUS, where US is the availability of a section that was derived from

the Hi above. This section production is then multiplied by an availability

factor for each llnk, Ag, and summed over all sections. Suppose, for example,
that the mine's haulage is configured as follows:

Section Haulage Links

2 4
Y

Z Mlne Mouth

15
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Then expected mine mouth production per shift assuming no surge bins, is simply +:_

i = FXTXUS + A2) + ,

_! where the second form of the equation emphasizes the parallel between the haul-
age configuration and expected production, and the importance this places upon
availability of haulage links closer to the mine mouth. In fact, by taking

_! partial derivatives with respect to each Ai, it can be shown that, in general,

the sensitivity of mine mouth production to any link in the haulage system is

exactly the volume of coal it can be .xpected to receive, times the availability

_ of all links between it and the mine mouth.

F. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS USING THE MODEl. I
J

Due to the complexity of the equations for _i, sensitivity analysis by i
direct differential computation is not practical, llence, a computer program _!_
was written to calculate and plot the performance measuces for fixed values

+ of p, s., SR, and m. Model behavior was studied by systematically varying L_

the fou_ input parameters over a specifi ed range, li_:_

'_ Based upon historical data, four nominal cases were constructed to illus-!-_i.iil_l

_ irate the effects of mine size and the balance between the number of production
crews, repair crews, and sections. These cases are: •

• A large mine, having average balance of crews and sections;

• A small mine, also having averagc balance;

g • A poorly balanced mine; and

• An "optlmized" mine, one with a better than average maintainability
ratio and balance of crews and sections.

The relevant range of p to be examined in these cases was derived from MTBF and
MTTR data collected on a limited number of sections, for three different tech-

nologies, as summarized in Table 2. Table 3 gives the nominal values chosen
, for each of the input parameters for each case, and the range over which each

parameter was individually varied for the sensitivity analysis. Note that the
cases do not specify any particular mining technology, because the model is
equally applicable to any technology which fits the assumptions of the model.

The results of the computerized sensitivity analysis are discussed btlow,
grouped by the impact each Input parameter has on utilization of each of the
major mine _ntities: sections, production crews, and repair crews. Graphs
illustrating typical _ensitivities are referenced as Figures 3-20, located on
pages 24-41,

lb
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":_I_ Tab]e 2. Historical Values of MTBF, MTTR, and

P

MTBF MTTR

Technology (minu_es) (minutes) p _ MTBF/MTTR

£4
Conventional Mining [Ketron]

d Section I 311.82 56.30 5.54
Section 2 84 48 96.40 0.876

!!l Section 3 115 76 77.30 1.50

_ Section 7 58.95 48.20 1.22

Section 8 272 25 I03.0_ 2.64

_. Section 9 390 87 100.80 3.87

- Section i0 541 38 76.70 7.06

Section 14 139.04 68.40 2.03

_,_%_ Section 15 I_2 4! 80.70 1.64

-_ All Sections 167.07 77.80 2.15

Longwall Mining [JPL II,L] 130.54 66.52 1.96

j Shortwall Mining [JPL II,S! 44.68 39.77 1.12

m
,i
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Utilization of Seccions (ENIOS_ ENNOS_ and US)

In a mine that has approximately 0.85 to !.0 production crew per section,
ENIOS is generally less than O.OI! ENIOS exceeds one section only when the

ratio of production crews per section drops below two-thirds (Figure 3). Fur-

thermore, this low value of ENIOS is virtually insensitive to SR, so long as

sR is adequate (see below). Comparison of these statistics against the expected
number of non-operational sections (Figure 5) shows a higher idleness of sec-

tions due to failure than due to lack of production crews, for Sp greater than
0.5m.

For a mine with good balance between sections and production crews,

improving the maintainability of each section (i.e., increasing 0) increases

ENIOS with slightly increasing slope up to about p = 3.5 in the small mine

case, after which the slope decreases slightly (Figure 4). This change in
slope occurs at larger p(p=7) for larger mines. In all cases, however, as p

increases, ENIOS is less than one-half section idled for values of p below
the maximum value of 0 = 7.06 observed in the data available.

It may be concluded from the above observations that extra sections, and

their associated equipment, will not be significantly idle if the ratio of pro-

duction crews to sections is maintained between 0.85 and 1.0, and sufficient

repair crews are available. This conclusion applies without regard to the
scale of operation, e.g., the sensitivities were identical for the small mine

with seven sections and six production crews. The fundamental observation

here is that an extra section or two will not go begging for production crews,
if the crews are permitted to move to a new section rather than await the

repair of a failed section.

In cases where repair crews are no problem (all but the poorly balanced

case), ENNOS rises steeply with increasing Sp, then levels off in logarithmic
fashion. It is asymptotic to Sp/O over the approximate interval 0 to 0.6 m,
then bends over during the interval 0.6m to 0.95 m in order to be asymptotic

to m/(l + 0) thereafter (Figure 5). This latter asymptote is in agreement with
intuition, since i/(i+0) = MTTR/(_ITR + MTBF) is the fraction of time an

average section would spend under repair when there is no waiting for crews.

For the poorly balanced case,.however, where a shortage of repair crews

forces considerable waiting in the repair (R) queue, ENNOS is asymptotic to

3/4 m (= 12 sections, considerably higher than the 5.33 sections predicted by

m/(l + 0)). Confirmation of this sensitivity of ENNOS to the number of repair

crews (SR) is shown by Figure 6. ENNOS steeply decreases with increasing SR,
and appears to be the function m- PSR, until about 0.25m to 0.35 m, after
which it bends up to become asymptotic to m/(l + p) after about 0,5 m. The

graph shows that ENNOS is extremely sensitive to sR at the nominal value of
sRffi2, and could be improved from 12 to the asymptote of 5.33 by increasing

the number of repair crews to at least a less sensitive value llke sR= 7.
See also the section below on utilization of repair crews.

Sensitivity of ENNOS to m is analogous to that of s_. Again, in systems
where repair crew capacity is no problem, ENN,)3 is an increasing linear func-

tion m/(l + O) when the system is sectlon-constralned (small m), leveling off

19
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to the asymptote sp/p when tilesystem becomes production-crew-constrained _i
(large m). See th_ small mine case of Figure 7. By comparison, when repair _

crews are insufficient to avoid a waiting line for repair crews even under _

normal circumstances then saturation of repair capacity is manifested in a ++_direct increase in EN_OS of one section for each section added to the system

_ (compare the poorly balanced case in Figure 7). Here, the extra sections just _!i

end up waiti=g in line for repair, because the repair crews are already too _
busy.

Improving maintainability (increasing D) decreases ENNOS in a smooth _:_
hyperbolic-shaped curve. The small nominal values for the large mine (P = 2) +:_]

_ and small mine (O = 2.5) cases are _till on a fairly steep portion of this

._

curve, suggesting that a small improvement in MTBF or MTTR could significantly :_
reduce the number of sections idled by failures (Figure 8) When there are _• _
insufficient repair crews (e.g., in the poorly balanced case of Figure 8), the _

curvature of thi_ graph is less exaggerated, i.e., the sensitivity to a change

in p is more uniform over all values of O. However, the steepness of the curve _
suggests that significant improvements can be made by improving maintainability _

even in poorly balanced mine systems. _

-_ The proportion of sections producing, or equivalently, the availability _'_
of an average section, is measured by the variable US. _s expected, US improves !_+_:_
with increasing section maintainability (p) in a logarithmic-s_aped (diminishing

returns) curve (Figure 9). As before, many of the nominal cases are still on

the stee_ portion of the curve, suggesting that much better utilization of exist- _
ing equipment could be accomplished by small increases in MTBF and/or decreases +:!_
in MTTR. However, this curve becomes almost linear for a poorly balanced system,
mucL as the curve for ENNOS dia _1

_

Until both the number of production crews, Sp, and the number of repair i

crews, SR, reach adequate levels, US increases sharply with increasing staffin B _

for a fixe_ number of sections (Figures I0, Ii). For Sp, "adequate" means at +
least 0.75 m (see Figure IO). Adequate sR is at least Sp/p (see Figure Ii),
since the ratio p indicates the ratio of mean time spent-in the production (P) L?_
queue and the repair (R) queue, respectively. For smaller scale system_, these ._
rules of thumb for number of crews must be revised upward somewhat. For exam-

pie, for the small mine case of seven sections with p ffi2.5, US levels off for _i

Sp_ 6 and sR Z 4.

Similarly, US drops off dramatically once the number of sections exceeds

about 1.17 Sp, with that drop-off beginning to level off only after US has
dropped below 0.55 to 0.50 (Figure 12).

Utilization of Production Crews (ENBPC aud UPC)

Host of the observations and sensitivities, discussed above for sections,

re_ain true for the utilization of production crews. Performance improves _,
logarithmically with O, with the most improvement realizable for smaller values _,
of p (Figure 13). (Actually, the curve has the shape of a(l- e-bp), where a _

and b are constants.) As before, when s R reaches the "adequate" level of sv/p , _:
the expected number of busy production crews (ENBPC) reaches a plateau (asy_p- _:

tote) of mo/(l+0), as shown by Figure 14. Note that this asymptote Is Just Ii
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p times the asymptote for ENNOS, as one would expect (recall that p/(l + p) =

_q MTBF/(MTBF +MTTR) is the expected availability of a typical sectiov in isola-

tion, i.e., with no shortage of repair crews). Similarly, as the nu_er of

iT sections increases, for a fixed number of production crews, the production

crews asymptotically approach full utilization, except when repair crew short-
ages limlu the number of sections available for any number of product!or crews

to psR as in the poorly balanced case (Figure 15). As with the _eciions.
expected utilization of production crews (UPC) is asymptotically 1.0 whe_ pro-

duction crews are in short supply, then drops sharply when Sp exceeds the mini-
mum of either about 0.75 m or SR, and finally starts to level off a_ poorer
utilization levels are reached (UPC < 0.80). See Figure 16.

Utilization of Repair Crews (ENBRC and URC)

The utilization of repair crews (URC), asymptotically 1.0 when repair

crews are in short supply compared to the incidence of failures, makes the same

sharp drop-off followed by leveling off for increasing values of both sR and p
(Figures 17, 18). In other words, utilization of repair crews will decrease

dramatically if either the supply SR, of repair crews increases, and/or the
demand for those crews decreases due to a larg,_rvalue of p (better

maintainability).

As is the case for sections a..dproduction crews, utilization of r_pair

crews improves sharply with additional production crews or sections until an
"adequate" number are available, at which point a plateau in performance is

reached (Figures 19, 20). For increasing Sp, the ENBRC curve is asymptotic

to the minimum of sR and m/(l +p), where i/_I+ p) is the expected proportion
of time that a section with no shortage of production crews is in the R queue.

For increasing m, the ENBRC curve is asymptotic to the minimum of sR and Sp/p.

G. CONCLUSIONS

Four major conclusions can be derived from the above analysis:

(I) Mine performance is theoretically limited by the maintainability

ratio, p = MTBF/MTTR, even when the number of crews and sections are well

balanced. In particular, the expected availability of an average section will
not exceed p/(l + p) = MTBF/(MTbF +MTTR). Furthermore, availability will only

achieve this level when there is a sufficient number of production and repair

crews such that sections never need to wait for either, which usually implies

costly Idle time for these crews.

(2) Based upon current industry experience, significant gains in avail-
ability appear possible by means of small improvements in the time between
failures and/or the time to repair failures. The historical data of Table 2
indicates that many existing mines for which figures are available have a
maintainability ratio between i and 2.6. Within this range, all performance
_easures exhibit steep improvement when small improvements are made in the
malutalnabillty ratio, p, and are still far from the region of diminishing
returns (_z Figures 8, 9, 13). Big payoffs can, therefore, be expected from
increases in the time between failures and/or decreases _n the time to repair
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failures. Hence, research should concentrate on ways to make equipment run

longer between failures and/or easier and quicker to repair. Equipment design

can facilitate the second objective by providing better service accessibility,

,| modular desi_l and a sufficient inventory of spare modules, complete!y inter-
changeable parts, simpler mechanisms, and lighter, more mobile equipment. The

first objective would also be aided by simpler machinery, as well as more dur-

able materials, quality control and testing, built-in redundancy in critical

components, governors or monitors to prevent over-stressing of equipment, and

preventive maintenance tailored to the history of an individual comp aLnt. It

should be noted that, unless properly designed, technologies which are more

automated may even regress on both objectives, due to their noten_lally more

complex, heavier, less mobile, and as yet unproven mechanisms [JPL II,L].

3) The number of crews and sections should be properly balanced for any

given maintainability ratio, p. Specifically, the number of production

crews (Sp) 3hould be 0.85 to 1.0 times _h_ nu_er of sections (m); the number

of repair crews should be at least where = MTBF/MTTR. Addition ofSp/p, P

section_, repair crews, or production crews beyond this balance can only decrease
utilization of similar entities, and utilization Jf dissimilar entities will not

be significantly improved because of their already near-saturated use. Note

especially that a change in the maintainability ratio necessitates a
reevaluation of the number of repair crews required.

(4) Main haulage systems closest to the mine mouth require the most atten-
tion to reliability. In general, the sensitivity of mine mouth production to the

availability of any link in the haulage system is exactly equal to the quantity

of coal it is expected to receive from all sections and haulage links feeding

into it, times the availability of all haulage links in line between it and the
mine mouth. Thus if a reliability choice must be made between two otherwise

equal face haulage systems, each serving one section, the face haulage sy=tem

serving the section having the greater overall production per hour (i.e.,

including availability) should receive priority.

H. VALIDATION

Immediate validation of much of the above model, unfortunately, is not

currently practical. There is a surprising scarcity of non-proprietary data on

performance before and after changes in the number of crews, sections, and/or

p have been made to a single mine, although at least one study of this is under

way [Hayduk]. Experiments to verify the model must be performed on a single

mine, in order to ensure that geological differences do not affect the results. |_
Ideally, only one of the input parameters required by the model would be varied. |_
Posslble variations include:

• Increasing or decreasing the number of production or repair crews _o

• Opening a new section of the mine

_ • An alteration of equipment or maintenance management policies that

changed the equipment's MTBF and/or MTTR
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• Switching mining methods from, say, conventional to longwall,

possibly accomplishing all of the above.

Only the beginning and duration of each idle period for each production and
repair crew need be observed. Calculation of the proportions of time that

O, i, 2,...,m sections were actually busy, and comparison of those predicted

by the _i of the model, would then be straightforward. At a minimum, actual
availabilities, before and after the input parameters are changed, should be

observed and compared.

Of course, a prerequisite of validation is locating a mine satisfying the

majority of the model's assumptions. Because this was a top-level, analytical

model, many of the little realistic details that might be incorporated into a

large computerized simulation were assumed away. Such simplification allows
more exhaustive sensitivity analysis at little marginal cost, but makes the

choice of a representative mine and correct definition of input values more

critical. For example, in many mines the size and makeup of repair crews is

varied according to the severity of the failure and/or the availability of

company experts on certain types ol failures, such as hydraulic engineers.
Some mines assign a mechanic to each production crew to repair minor fai]ures.

In these cases, late in a shift, or when hauling coal out of the mine saturates

limited transportation routes, production crews do odd jobs on that section
rather than move to another section when a failure occurs. Failures of repli-

cated components such as shuttle cars or scoops may not always cause section

production to cease altogether, unless all replicates fall simultaneously, or
one blocks production by failing in a strategic location. The impact upon the

model of these details has yet to be determined.

Some of the conclusions, however, have been substantiated by industry

practice. In particular, there exists some evidence that, by trial and error,

existing mines have balanced crews and sections in agreement with the rules of
thumb suggested by the sensitivity analysis using the model. For example,

one mine in Pennsylvania with a MTBF = 9 hours and a MTTR = 1.18 hours operates
five sections with only three production crews and one maintenance crew, result-

ing in a measured availability of 80% [Hayduk]. The rules of thumb given above
would suggest (0.85) (5) = 4.25 production crews and 4.25/7.63 = 0.55 repair

crews, which when rounded off is only off by one production crew. Another mine,

in Kentucky, operates seven sections with six production crews and six repair
crews. If the postulated value of p = 2.5 for this mine is accurate, the rules

of thumb indicate it could save money by reducing its repair crews from six to

two without significantly affecting production. The assignment of six production

crews to the seven sections is in exact agreement with the derived relationship

of 0.85 production crew per section. Similarly, the conclusions that main

haulage systems and MTBF/MTTR are critical to improving availability are already

intuitively understood by most mine engineers; the sensitivity analysis serves
to isolate and quantify the extent of their impact so that more rigorous cost

trade-offs can be performed for particular instances.
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Figure 15. The Expected Uti]ization of Production Crews (UPC) as a Function of

the Number of Sections (m) for the Optimized Case (Sp= 18, SR= 8,
0 =4) and the Poorly Balanced Case (sp=16, sR=2, O =2)
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